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Abstract
A Truth Maintenance -System (TMS) maintains a consistent state of belief given a set
J of justifications, i.e. arguments for belief. To resolve contradictions :dependency-directed
-backtracking is performed.
In this paper we introduce a method. that. can, be used to track all dependency=directed
backtracking methods simultaneously. This has',been, previously done, by adding the contrapositions of justifications to J. We will show that contrapositions are not mandatory, namely
that the same result can' be reached by adding one disjunctive justification (the consequent is
not one atom, but can be a disjunction of atoms).
Simplifying the added disjunctive justification leads to more informative` models [Ross 89bJ.

Furthermore, we will give an alternative proof for the correctness of Witteveen's method
[Witteveen 90aJ for computing the

1

Introduction

Informally, a,TMS is a., program that manages >a database of, nodes and justifications. Each node
stands for a piece of information. Each justification says that one node should be believed if some
others are respectively believed and disbelieved. There are two kinds of truth maintenance systems.
One kind is the justification-based TMS (JTMS), the other is the assumption-based TMS (ATMS).
A JTMS. maintains a single, context of belief (a model), at a time and supports nonmonotonic
justifications. In everyday life, conclusions have to be drawn in the absence of complete information. This-type of, commonsense reasoningunavroidably depends on default assumptions, so it is
intrinsically nonmonotonic: new information can cause old conclusions to loose their validity.
An ATMS maintains multiple models simultaneously, but does not support nonmonotonicity.
This makes it suitable for applications where several partial solutions. are to be considered and compared in the process of developing complete solutions. Contrary to JTMSs in which the switching
of context to compare solutions is possible but inefficient.
In the seq °el, we focus on the JTMS, the ' nonmonotonicity supporting system-.
A-TMS can' be" seen as a system working together with a problem solver. Whenever "the problem
solver performs an-inference step, it sends a justification to the TMS: The task of the TMS is to
maintain a consistent state of belief. The TMS determines this state from the statements of belief
the -reasons for belief, and the known =inconsistent -states of belief (constraints) which have been
given to the TMS by the problem solver.
Among, the normal justifications, constraints may exist. Constraints say shat a conflict or contradiction arises, if the nodes of some set are=believed and the nodes of another set are disbelieved.
If -a conflict` occurs, some sort of backtracking: must be performed to reach a consistent state
of belief. In the process of backtracking new beliefs =are formed by reasoning from the conflict: if
Department of Computer Science and Department of Philosophy, University of Utrecht, Utrecht, the Netherlands 'Email: cmjonker9lcs.ruu.nl and cmjonker@phil.ruu.n1.
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belief-in, it nodes causes a conflrc't =t'then`we can reason-in the contrapositive directions Belief in
n -1 of the nodes indicates that we should'disbelieve the last node. This implies that there are n
such contrapositive_ reasonings possible for this one conflict.
Giving a semantics for belief revision one can produce a consistent state of belief for every
possible contrapositive or one can give one consistent state of belief which satisfies every contraposition.
The problem is that one has to produce everrcontraposition, and their number is linear in the
number of beliefs causing the conflict. Furthermore, two kinds of negation get mixed:"' In TMSs
negation as failure is used,, meaning that we only disbelieve a node if there is no reason to believe
it. However, reasoning in- the contrapositive direction can tell us to believe in the falsehood of a
node -(so to-disbelieve it) if others are respectively believed of disbelieved. This belief in falsehood
is by definition not a negation as failure. As =onlynegation as failure is allowed in justifications,
new nodes are created, to stand for the negated node. Then extra justifications must be added to
ensure that the new node and
original node get' opposite truth-values:'
In this paper we'propose 'a way to reason from the contradiction in- which no contrapositions
are needed. Instead, only one, possibly disjunctive; justification is added. Furthermore, we do not.
have the problem of new negations.
This new approach to conflict resolution is called Dependency-directed Minimal Backtracking
(DDMB), which makes no choices during backtracking. We show that a consistent model of belief
exists for this approach, which corresponds to. the proposal of Witteveen ([Witteveen 91]). This
proves that contraposistions are not necessary to perform dependency-directed backtracking. Simplifying the, justification added in the D DMB approach creates intrinsic extensions of Witteveen's
proposal.
In the next section preliminaries ;for the., rest of the paper and the terminology used in this paper
will be described.

In section 3 several of the semantics for logic programs will be discribed in short. The Stable
and, Well-Founded semantics: for.,, logic programs will be ,discussed in more detail, because these
semantics are directly applicable to TMSs and will be referred to frequently. Here the alternative
proof for the correctness of Witteveen's method
the Well-Founded model will be
given.
conflicts :arse '''and `how these 'eonfiicts - depend on the truth-values of
Section 4
the no les.,,Then the use of contrapositions is explained and dependency-directed backtracking is

described in short. The last part of this section describes two semantics for conflict resolution
based on contrapositions.
In section 5 we introduce a new approach to depencency-directed backtracking based on reasoning
from -conflict, but "not on contrapositions- Two variations of this approach" will be explained in
detail and compared with the semantics of the previous section.
In section 6 we give a detailed example of the different approaches°and'semantics'.'

2
ATMS is a ,pair D, = (=j1', J), where N is a finite set of propositional atoms, called nodes,, and J is
a finite set of directed propositional formulas j, called justifications, of the form a A# -+ c, where
c), a is the conjunction of positive literals
c is an atom, called the conclusion orhead of j

(i.e. negated atoms). ,(j) denotes the
(i.e. atoms) and Q the conjunction of negative
c is body (j) = ans.
nonmonotonic part of justification j. The body of a justification j =
Justifications are called directed because c is distinguished from (3 in the sense that ti b - c is not
is the set of literals
the same as - c b. At(a) (At(#)) denotes the set of atoms in a (,).
used in wff ¢. The'intended meaning of such a justification is the following: "Belief in the elements
A prer'nise-can now be seen
of Ai(a) and disbelief in the elements of

as a justification with an empty antecedent. A constraint is a justification a n Q1 where 1 is
seen as the node indicating a contradiction if it has truth-value true. If a A# is believed, 1 gets
truth-value true as well.
2

In this paper we will use -3-valued interpretations. In 3-valued interpretations a third value called
undefined, written u, is used for the nodes with no reason for belief or disbelief. An interpretation
is a tuple I =,(It, If) .It (If) is the set of atoms considered true, (false) in the interpretation.
In this paper two orderings are used. One, to compare truth-values in an interpretation and
one to compare interpretations. These orderings are the orderings of Belnap's four valued logic,
called .FOUR. In FOUR one can think of truth-values as sets of truth values in the ordinary sense,
namely {true}, which we will write as t, {false}, written as f, {}, which we will write as u and read
as underdetermined or as undefined; and {true, false}, written as o and read as overdetermined.
The four truth-values can be given a simple natural math-

ematical structure. We 'give FOUR two partial orderings namely the knowledge ordering, denoted <k,,, and
the truth ordering, .denoted <t,. as depicted adjacent.

_ __/

Thus a <kn b if there is a way up from a to b, where

\

o

f

kn

the intuition is "b gives more information than a" so <kn
represents an increase in knowledge.

t

u

And a <t,. b if there is a path from left to right from a
to b. The intuition is that <t,. represents an increase in

tr

"truth" (or decrease in "falseness").
Given an`-interpretation I propositions are evaluated as follows:

o ,valj(- a-)

valt(a), where

t

j= t and

f and

u

u

valj(0 A tp) = min{valj(O), valj(i)}

vall(o -+ 0) = J,ifvall(0) <,valj.(i,b) otherwise f
Instead

we will write I.' Note that

0 v ii as it is classically.

S

Definition 2.;1 Let M and M' be interpretations of ,a JTMS D
M is a model of b if it satisfies every justification in D:
M U M'= (Mt U Mt, Mf U MJ) is called the union of M and M'.

r M and M' are, consistent if M U M'(1) # t.
o M' is an -extension.=ofM if M and' M` are consistent and My-.IC:Mf' and Mt C M.

Notice that with this definition a'3-valued interpretation can be a 3-valued model while not
having a 2-valued extension which is. a 2-valued model. An example =can be found in example 4.1.
When considering a semantics .for.a TMS a choice is to be made between a minimal, unique,
model and a,maximal, not unique," model. A. minimal will in general be 3-valued, some choices
have not been made. A maximal model is 2-valued, but several choices have been made, for which
there is no grounded proof. Which of these models to prefer, depends on the application. But some
nodes can only have one truth-value (t or f), because the other choice would lead to a contradiction

(1). Such anode has an intrinsic truth value.
Definition 2:2 A' model M of J is intrinsic if M` is consistent with every other model of J.
Definition 2.3 A model M of J is maximal intrinsic if M is a intrinsic model of J, which extends
every other intrinsic model of J.
Let M be an intrinsic model of J, then a E Mt (a E Mf) implies that M' = (Mt - { a), Mf U { a } )

(M' _ (Mt U {a}, Mf -{a})) is not a model of J. For example, let J = {- a -- b, - b -+ a, a -+

c, b - c}, then M is a model of J if and only if M = (0, 0)' or c E Mt. But only (0, 0) and({ c}, 0)
are intrinsic models 'of J.

Definition 2.4 [vGRS 88]
3

For a, set of literals S we denote, the set formed .by taking, the complement of .each- literal in S
b oS.

o For an interpretation 1 define oI 'to be the set of literals oIt U olf.
Literal q=is..inconsistent with S if:q E OS;

s Sets of literals R,and S are-inconsistent. if:so.m,e literal in R is inconsistent. with S (or vice
versa), i.e., if R n oS # 0

'r

A

set of literals isinconsistent if it is inconsistent with: "itself; otherwise if is consistent:

o

;Sets of literals R and S are disjoint if no- literal in R has the same.atom<--asa literal in S ;(or
;vice versa), i.e., if R f S - R fl o;S = 0

Definition 2.5 Let D,= OV,J),, J E J, we define
C(j,I)"°:`= {hd(j) I I(body(i)) = t}

G(D,I):= UJC(j,

{C,I)-Ii.EJ}ul;,y

cl(b, I)":_ (ar".C(
-3
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r...
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Semantical issues of Logic Programming

Whenever there are several models for a set of justifications of a JTMS it is not clear what the
semantics should be, as a JTMS maintains only one model at a time. Given the similarity of a set
of justifications and .'a logic program,--it makes-sense to look to 'the' semantics of logic programs,
when searching for a semantics for sets of-'justifications.
Definition 3.1 A General Logic Program is a.set of general. rules, which may have both positive
and ,.negative. subgoals. A general rule is written with its head (conclusion) to the right and its
subgoals (body). to the l e f t o f the symbol
, which may be read '"if".

An example of ageneral rule is a(X ), - b(X)

p(X). For more information and further

details I refer to, Lloyd 87].

Logic Programming has the same problem, for there the semantics should be the one intended
by the programmer. As Shepherdson [Sheperdson 86] said:

"Even. if the practicing logic programmer does not regard the written text of the
program as its declarative meaning, we feel- that in order to be true to the basic aims
of. ogicprogramming two fundamental principles should be observed.
1. The semantics of negation should be clear and easily intelligible. That is: the naive
programmer should be able to understand the full meaning of what he writes.
2 The syntax should be computable: That- is, at least in theory, an automatic proof
procedure should exist. If the only reason for abandoning the clear and well-known
concept of classical negation is the inefficiency of its implementations, we might not
unreasonably ask for, a complete proof procedure to be feasibly implementable."

Przymusinski '[Przymusinski5] agrees' with'the first point, but unlike Shepherdson he sees other
reasons for abandoning classical semantics:
"We really do not want classical semantics for logic programs. We want logic pro-

grams to be as easy to write and comprehend as possible, free from overwhelming
amounts of explicit negative information and as close to natural discourse as possible.
In other words we want the semantics of a logic program to be determined more by its
commonsense meaning than by its purely logical contents."
4

As we do not want negative information explicitly in our programs, several ideas to avoid this
have come forward like Circumscription, the Closed World Assumption, default logic, Autoepistemic Logic, Completion, Stable Models, Stratification, "Perfect and Well-Founded models. One of
the most important notions in logic programming is the notion of Negation as Failure. By negation
as failure we mean the result of adding negation as failure to SLD-resolution (see [Lloyd 87]), i.e.,
the query evaluation procedure described by Clark in [Clark 78], where a negative literal is selected
only if it is a ground -literal -+p. The next step is then to query p; if p succeeds, then the evaluation
of -,p fails; if p fails on every evaluation path then, -,p succeeds. Since by Konig's lemma the
evaluation tree is then finite, this is usually called finite failure to distinguish it from the situation
where the evaluation tree has no succesful path but has infinite paths.
The different evaluation' paths correspond to the different program clauses whose head matches
the chosen literal. Different query evaluation procedures result from different rules for selecting
the literal to be resolved on.
Suppose -,p succeeds, and there is a clause -gyp
q in program, therein a subsequent step,
q succeeds. For JTMSs this means that disbelief in some nodes can lead to belief in` others not
believed earlier. So in fact when negation as failure is used,' we use ° 4-valued' logic instead of 3valued logic (or similarly we use 3-valued, logic 'when we `say we use 2-valued logic). Because we
do not only have true as "provable true", but also true as "true as failure" (consequence of nodes

-

false)
For more information see. [Sheperdson 86] and,[Lloyd 87
Several of the proposed semantics for Logic Programming will be discussed here.`

3.1

Circumscription: (CIRC);

Circumscription has been introduced by McCarthy [McCarthy 80] but later new formulations have
been made by McCarty himself [McCarthy 84] and by V. Lifschitz [Lifschitz 85] and [Lifschitz 86].
But the principle idea to all versions of circumscription is the existence of a,;i.rcumserip6on axiom. It
is essentially a second-order axiom that is assumed to implicitly accompany any first-order theory.
For a formal definitions see [McCarthy 80], [McCarthy 84] or [Lifschitz 86].
-Informally,-circumscribing a wff P, with free variables E,' in a theory T is to limit their stances

of x which satisfy Pto'only those that are necessary in the light of T.

Example 3.2
Let P be CanFly(x).and let T be
.

{db(-Bird(b)' -.CanFly(b))
Bird(Tweety)},

Then circumscribing P has the effect that the only object that can fly is Tweety.
Note that this is a" way of preferring the models in which only Tweety can fly to other models.
%

3.2

Closed World `Assumption (CVA)

The central idea of Reiter's Closed World Assumption [Reiter 78] is that the program contains
all the positive information about the objects in- the. domain and any positive. ground, literal that
is not implied by the program is false. Since this is defined, in terms of non-provability it is not
surprising that principle 2 above is, violated-.

3..

..

-_

.

In other words the closed world assumption says that for any relation R, and any individuals

xi, . , xn one can, assume -?R(xl, ; ..ti,«xn) whenever it is., consistent to do; so.'

5

Example :3.3, See ;[Reiter 78],:,,

Consider; the., following database,- which consists, of ground literals
only.

_ {ac, d}
_ (A, B, C}

I Studenil

Teach(a,A)
°Teach(b,B) '
Tea ch(c, C )

-

Teach(a,B)

Now consider the. query: Who does not teach B?
Intuitively, we want { c, d}, but first order logic interprets the, database literally, all, the logic
knows for certain is what is explicitly represented, in the database:. Just because -nTeach(c,B) is
not present. in the database is no reason to conclude that -,Teach(c;,B) is ,true. Rather, as far as
first order logic is concerned, the truth of Teach(c,B) is unknown. Thus, we would also have to
include all required negative facts about Teach, like -Teach(c,B).
Reasoning about a world under the closed world assumption considerably simplifies the representation of that world: Only positive information need be explicitly represented, negative information
is inferred -by- default: Since in -general the amount of `negative information about a world vastly
exceeds the positive things known, there is a considerable,' computational and representational
advantage to reasoning, under the closed world` assumption
Different intuitions appear to underlie the closed,world-assumption; leading to different formalizations,, see [EMR 87)-,-

L. Negation as failure to derive; If a ground atomic formula cannot be proved, using the given
information as premise, then assume the formulas , negation.

2. Predicate completion; When the given information about a predicate consists of ` a set of
sufficient conditions on'that predicate, assume that these-conditions are alsd-necessary.3, Domain circumscription; Assume that the individuals required by the given information are
all there are,,,.

.

,

4. Predicate circumscription.; Assume those facts that are true in all models"t the given theory
having minimal extensions for, certain predicates.'
The--relations;among, these different= formalisms. are not completely understood..

3.3

Default logic

One of the nonmonotonic ;logics cited ,.often, is Reiter's default,., logic _(Reiter 80]. Default logic
represents a form of plausible inference, which is typically required whenever conclusions must be
drawn despite the absence of total knowledge, about a world..
A good .deal of what -we know about a world is 'almost always' true, with a few exceptions.
The fact that most birds fly is represented., in first order logic by explicitly listing the exceptions
to flying. But with this representation one cannot conclude of a 'general' bird that it can fly., For

example trying to prove that Tweety flies when all we know is that Tweety is a bird, one must
establish the subgoal Penguin(Tweety) A Ostrich(Tweety)n ..., which is impossible given that
there is no further information on Tweety. Rowever intuitively, we want to deduce that, Tweety
flies. So we allow that Tweety flies by default. The interpretation is as follows: If x is a bird and
it is consistent to assume that z can fly, then infer that x can fly"
More formally the default rule is:
Bird(x) :Fly(`x)

Fly(x) .
`

6

The exceptions- to flight are then given a standard first order representation. Notice that if
Fly(Tweety)' is- inferred by -default then. the assertion Fly.(Tweety) has the 'Status of a-belief- it
is subject to-change, when additional information contradicting this belief becomes available.
..,,-For a formal definition of the consistency requirement see [Reiter 80]. A good intuitive interpretation is to view this consistency requirement with respect to all of the first order facts about
the world, together, with all of the other beliefs sanctioned by all of the other default rules in force.

3

AutoepisTtemic log

(AIM

Autoepistemic logic,- developed by Robert Moore [Moore 83], is a model of an ideally rational
agent's reasoning about his own, beliefs. The best way__ to explain about autoepistemic logic is
probably -to >point out the differences between default logic and autoepistemis logic and then to
give. an, example. For more information seealso [Konolidge 87].
By default reasoning. we mean the drawing of plausible inferences from% less-than-conclusive
evidence in the absence of information to the contrary. The examples about birds being able to fly
are of this type: Autoepistemic reasoning-, while different from default reasoning; =is an important
-,

form of commonsense -reasoning>_in its own, right., Moore's example is the following:

.Exarnnple 3.4
Consider -my:reason_for believing, that I do jipt, have an, older brother=
It is surely not -.that one of my. parents once casually remarked, You
know, you dont have any older brothers", nor have I pieced it together
by carefully sifting other evidence. I simply believe that, if. I did. have
an older brother I would know about it; therefore, since I don't know
of any. older brothers,
,not 'have any.

This is quite different from the tentative conclusion that Tweety can fly, given that we know that
Tweety is a bird and. that we.have no.information to -the contrary.
Default reasoning and autoepistemic: reasoning are.both, nonmonotonic, but for different reasons.
Default logic is nonmonotonic because it is-defeasible, Le. its conclusions, are-tentative, sogiven
better; information, they may be withdrawn. Purely autoepistemic logic, however, is not defeasible.
If you really believe that you already know, all the instances of birds- that, cannot fly, you cannot
consistently hold aothat belief and at the same time, accept new instances of birds that cannot fly.
These two forms of reasoning can be combined, we might .,believe that, we know. about ,most
of the birds, that cannot,, fly. This,: would lead-to, defeasible autoepistemic inferences, but theft
defeasibility would be the result of their also being default inferences.
Autoepistemic logic is intended to model ;the beliefs of an agent reflecting upon his own beliefs.
The' primary objects of interest are'sets`Sof autoepistemic logic formulas that are interpreted as the
total beliefs of such agents. Such a set of formulas will be called an autoepistemic theory. The truth
of an agent's beliefs, expressed by which propositional constants are true in the external world
and which formulas the agent beliefs. The operator L is used to differentiate between truth in the
external world and truth with respect to 'an-agents belief. A formula LP will be true with respect
to an agent if and only if P is in his set of beliefs; P need not be true in the external world and
other agents possibly' do-not belief. T. ,'
Considering a semantics for autoepistemic logic, the following question rises: given an initial
set of beliefs A about the world, what final set T should an ideal introspective agent settle on? If
you forget about the self-belief operator L for the moment, then an ideal agent should believe all
of the logical consequences of his initial beliefs.
-

]Let- F

-

= -q mean. that: the sentence -q5 is .logically :implied by:the:set:- of sentences r.-, Tben. if A

is the initial set of beliefs, the. belief set T of an ideal agent is. given by:

T={qIA

"}

The presence of a self-belief operator complicates matters. Because the intended meaning of LO,
depends on the belief set of the agent, the definition of the belief set itself becomes circular, which
7

necessitates the use of a fixed-point equation to define"T . So an appropriate choice for logical
implication must be made. Given that the intended meaning of L is self-belief, it becomes obvious
that we should consider all models in which the interpretation of L¢ is the belief set of the agent
itself.

3.5

c6kn pletioThe

The idea behind the Clark completion of a program is to collect all rules for a proposition into a
single rule whose body is. disjunction of conjunctions, then replace the "if" symbol, "--r", by
".
This states in effect that the proposition :is completely defined by the given rules.,,
The original "logical consequence" approach declares that only conclusions that are logical
consequences of the program completion should be drawn. This yields an implicit 3-valued interpretation, by assigning, atom p an "undefined" truth-value, u, when neither p nor -+p .is a;logical
consequence. The "+-." produced by the program completion process is interpreted as Lukasiewicz's
operator of "having the same truth value", so that u «-+ u evaluates to true.
Consider the program P with only the rule. -,p
p. The only two-valued model of P is that in
which p is true. But the program's completion is -,p p, which has no.2-valued model.

3.6

Stable i iodel ''°

,

The Stable model semantics has been introduced by Gelfond en Lifschitz in [GL 88];. The semantics
is 2-valued and is based on Moore's. Autoepistemic Logic,: In this semantics every choice made is
grounded, i.e. does not depend on a circular chain of beliefs. Informally a model is a stable model
if it reproduces itself under a certain operation : This operation; is defined as follows:

Definition 3.5 (2-valued stable) Let D = (N, J), be a TMS. Then M is a stable model of D iff M
is the unique minimal model of D' = (N,.J(M)), where J(M) = {a -± c] a A.p

c E J, M [_ 0}.

The stable model semantics has 'a few drawbacks as it is not universal and not unique. However
its reproductive property is attractive as is the easy method of checking whether or not a`model is
stable: In order to overcome the problem of non-universality, several people proposed (3-valued)
generalizations of stable models.
Giordano and Martelli [GiMarl] proposed generalized stable {nodelsto handle conflict resolution
in Truth Maintenance. More details of their proposal are given in section 4.2.
`Przymusinska and Przymusinski gave a definition of a 3-valued stable model of Logic Programs
in [PaPi 904 which VVitteveen [V6'itteveen, 90] translated to a definition for JTMSs.

Definition 3.6 (S-valued stable) Let M = (Mt, Mf) be an interpretation`of D = (N, J) and let
c E J- and M(Q) = t} and J(M, u) = for
c I _a A Q
J.(M, t) = {a -+ c I a X#
c E 'f and
M(Q) >t,. u}. M is a 3-valued stable model of D iff

(a) Mt` is the truth-minimal 2-valued model of D(M, t) _ (N,J(M,t)) in short: Mt =
Cl((N, J(M, t)))
(b) Mt U M is truth-minimal 2-valued model of D(M, u) _ (N, J(M, u)) in short: Mt U
Mu = Cl((N, J(M, u)))

3.7

Stratified semantics

Stratification was introduced into logic programming, based on the idea that relations must be
completely defined before they can be used negatively. Though not all programs are stratifiable,
and for those that are the stratification need not be unique, the stratified semantics assigns a
two-valued meaning to a stratified program that is independent of its stratification.

8

Definition 3.7 A stratified

P is one that can be partitioned

P=PiU...UP
so that if a proposition occurs positively in the body of a. clause in Pi, all clauses where it occurs
in the head are in Pi with j < i, and if a proposition occurs negatively in the body of a clause in
Pi, then all clauses where it occurs in the head are in,, j, with j < i. So the clauses of Pi define
the ith level propositions.

M(Pi,).;._

The stratified semantics proposed by Apt, Blair and Walker [ABW 86], called MP is
where M(P1) is defined as the intersection of all Herbrand models of
and M(Pi+1) as the
intersection of all,Herbraitd.models;of Pi+i whose intersection with the Herbrand base of Pi is
For more information see [Van Gelder 86], [FBJ 88], [ABW 86], [PaPi 88], [Przymusinski 89]
and [Przymusinski5].

3.8

Fer1foet`

'deV

The perfect model semantics was introduced by Przymusinski [Przymusinski5] based on the class
PERF(P) of all, not necessarily Herbrand, perfect models of a program P. Only two-valued models
are considered.' First the notion of a dependency graph G of the program P must be introduced.
The vertices of G are proposition' symbols occurring in P.1 If p and q are, proposition symbols, then
there is a directed edge in G from q to p if and only if there is a clause (rule, justification) in P
such that p is its conclusion and q appears in. its body; If q appears negatively in this body, then
the edge is called negative. For any two proposition symbols in P we say that p has lower priority
than q (p < q) if there is a directed path in :G from p to q containing at least- one negative edge.
This relation is the priority relation (see also -[-Przymusinski 87]).
..If M .is-a- model of P and if a new model N is obtained from M. by changing extensions of some
propositions in M, then N is, preferable to M if and only if addition of some new element(s) to
the extension of a higher priority proposition p is always justified by the removal of some elements
from the extension of a lower priority proposition q, i.e. "such that q` < p. The reason for this is
that the goal is to minimize extensions of low priority propositions as much as possible, and we
are willing to do that even at the cost of enlarging extensions of propositions of higher priority.
Now we can define a perfect model as: A model M is perfect, if there are no models preferable
to it. And the perfect model semantics as.:
,,

Definition t3.8 Let p`be'a logic program and let PERF(P) be the set of all perfect models of P.
By the perfect model semantics of P we :mean the semantics induced by the set PERF(P). Under
this semantics a sentence 0 is considered to be true if and only if 0 is satisfied in all perfect models
of P.
(Przymusiniskr3) Every perfect mo'del'is minimal. (As only two-valued models are
considered, minimal is here truth-minimal.)
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Example 3.10.;(Przymusinski5],
Let P" be

edge(a, b)
edge(c, d)
--r reachable(a)

-+

reachable(),') -edge(Y,'X)

not reachable(X)

-=+

reachable(X)

unreachable(X)

Ps unique Herbrand perfect model 11 I consists' of:
edge(a, b), edge(c, d),.reachable(a), reachable(b), unr".eachable(c), unreachable(d).

However notevery-_ logic progranmhas' perfect models. For example, the program P = {-q
p, -gyp -+ q} does not have any perfect models' as a consequence of the fact that both p < q and

qCP
3.9

Well-Founded model

In,1988 Van Gelder; Ross and Schlipf "[vGRS 88] proposed a new definition of canonical model,

which they called the Well-Founded model. This semantics is unique and universal, in that it
always produces a; 3=valued wrnodel and exactly one. In this subsection- we will,only describe their
original formulation for the propositional case and the formulation by Witteveen [Witteveen 90] for
JTMSs. Other general formulations have been proposed in [Van Gelder 89] and [Przymusinski 89].
' -`The' key idea in the original formulation by =Van Gelder;` Ross and Schlipf is the. concept of an
"unfounded" -set. This concept is used to capture negation by failure.

Definition 3;II -Given a°'JTMS`D _ (N;<J) and &°3-valued interpretation. `I." We say that A C N
is an unfounded set of D with respect to I (denoted unf (A, D, 1)) if

Vc E,A d(a,Afl:-y c).E J

<_. or

At(a) n A # 0
Equivalent with this definition is

Definition 3.]l2 Let D = (N, J) be a JT MS and I a; 9-valued interpretation.
Poss(D, X) _ {`(7(J, Y) `[ X and Y consistent}
unf (A, D, I) if oA is consistent with I U Poss(D, I U oA)
Informally, the Well-Founded semantics uses the condition above to draw negative conclusions..
Justifications that satisfy I(aAQ) = f are not usable for further derivations. Condition At(a)nA:A

0 is the unfoundedness condition: of all the justifications that still might be usable to derive
something in A, each requires an atom in A to be true. Note that not necessarily A n I = 0
(however in the following this gives no. problems as one starts with I = 0).= It, is -immediately clear

that, with respect to any interpretation I, the union of arbitrary unfounded sets is an unfounded
set.

Definition 3.13 The greatest unfounded set with respect to I (Gus(D, I)) is the union of all sets
that are unfounded with respect to I, Gus(D, I) = U{A j unf (A, D, I)}.
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3.9.1 ' Weil-Founded 3-valued Models
The `We11-Founded semantics-of a JTMS D is defined as the least fixpoint of an operator, called V,
on interpretations.

Definition 3.14 [vGRS 88]

,

U(D)I) is defined by: U(-D,.I) = oGus(D,I)-.-

,V(D,I)=-C(D,I)u u(D,`I)
Lemma 3.15 (v6)t5 88] C(D, I)', U(D, I)` and V (D; I)' are monotonic transformations.
Defiffnitio 3 1,6- [vGRS 88J For all countable-` ordinals
in N U o(N), is defined recursively by:

;set ;V", : whose'-elements., are literals

1. For limit ordinal ic VI = U,, <k Vµ `

2. For successor ordinal n--1 f "+1 = V(D V")
Notes that 0, is a limit ordinal, and, V° = 0.

Lei ima 3.17 [vGRS 88](V")4>0 as defined in definition 3.16 is a monotonic sequence of 3-valued
interpretations (i.e, I, is consistent for all tc).

The set N is countable, so;, the sequence, of definition 3.16 reaches a fixed point V* after some
countable ordinal. Now the Well-Founded semantics ,can be
Definition 3.18' The" Well-founded semantics of a JTMS D is the "meaning" represented by the
limit V' described above.
Examples can be found in section 4x The complexity of this semantics is obviously Very high,,,,, so Van
Gelder [Van Gelder 89] and (independently) Przymusinski. [Przymusinski 89] have proposed faster

construction, methods for this semantics, but with these the complexity of computing the WellFounded model is still very high. Fortunately Witteveen proved a faster method when the program
is restricted tothe' propositional case (as in JTMSs) based on work by Goodwin ([Goodwin 82]
and [Goodwin 87]).

3'.9.2 -A faster method for ;finding the,-Well- Pounded;model for a JTMS.
In [Witteveen 90] a faster' method for computing the Well-Founded model is described. This
method seems not use the notion of unfounded sets, as it is computed solely using transitive
closure operations.

Definition 3.[9

='and I' be 3-walued`in erpreta1ions for JTMS D = (N, J).

Ker(I-) = It U.Ij

.

P-I= (Ii-It,IY-If).
Un(a, I) (Un(Q, fl),

conjunction of atoms in c ((3) evaluat ing to u under 1.

o N-I = N - Ker(I)
a J'g =i{ Uses(a) A,' n(f)

D_

I a ' A f3

c E J&c V Ker(I)&I(a A)) >tr f}.

= (N__t, J-I).

Cl+(P,<I) _ Cl((D-I)+1.0)
J+-

{a 'c l `cz A`Q

'c E J}F.
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D+=(N,J+)
W(D, I) = I U (Cl(D, I),

N-I

- Cl+(D, I)).

Theorem 3.20 [Witteveen 90a] The least firpoint W' of W is the Well-Founded model of D.
A proof of this theorem is given in [Witteveen 90], but in the next section we give an alternative
proof, which shows that this method does use the notion of the Greatest Unfounded Set.
The time-complexity of W' is O,(1 N 1. x ( D 1), because Dowling and Gallier [DG 84] and Minoux
[Minoux 88] gave linear.-time algorithms to find a least truth-assignment for a set of Horn clauses.
Notice that a set of justifications without negation is a set of Horn clauses.

3.9.3

Some new facts and new proofs of old facts about the Well-Founded semantics.

In this section we will prove that N-I - Cl+(D, I) is equal to Gus (L), I). In the following, we will
think of an interpretation I as a set of literals It U old.

Lemma 3.21 Gus(D, I) C N - (Cl+(D, I) U I).

Proof: Cl+(D,I) u (I n N) = Cl((D-I)+, 0) u (I n N) = (AX.C((D-I)+, X))-(0) U (I n N) _
UiEW Ii U (I nN) where Io = O and

(*)

In+1= C((D-I)+, In) =
In [-- a}
= {C at- C E ( J _ {c (Lit(a AQ) - I) n N C In, Lit(a A,3) -> c E J, p 0 I, consistent(I, Lit(a A,3))}
which implies that -3A(p E A A unf (A, D, I)).

Suppose P E A and unf (A, D, I), then oA is consistent with I U Poss(D, I U oA). This can be
reformulated to A n I = 0 and A n Poss(D, I U oA) = 0. A n Poss(D, I U oA) = 0 is the same as
AnU{C(D,X) I IUoA and X consistent} = 0. So -3X(p E C(D,X) and consistent (I UoA,X))
which is VX(consistent(I U oA, X) - V(Y p) E J : Y ¢ X))).

(**) VI((I U oA) n of # 0 v V(J - p) E J : 11 ¢ 1)
But from (*): 3(a A,3 -+ p) E J, where I and Lit(a A 0) are consistent, i.e. I n oLit(a A i3) = 0
(Lit(a A /3) - I) n N C In (Ind. hyp.: In n Gus(D, I) = 0).
From (**) with X := Lit(a A /) and I := Lit(a A (3) we can derive
(I U oA) n oLit(a A,Q) : 0.
To summarize:

1. InoLit(aA/)=OgoInLit(aAQ)=0
2. (IUoA)noLit(aA/)96 0 a (oI u A) n Lit (a A /3) :$ 0

3. (Lit(aA/)-I)nNnA=O
From (2) we get (oInLit(aA#))U(AnLit(aAp)) # 0, we combine this with (1) to AnLit(aA/) # 0.
Furthermore, from (3) combined with A C N we can conclude A fl Lit (a AO) - I = 0. We already
had A n I = 0, so A n Lit(a Aft) - I = A n Lit(a A /) = 0, contradiction.

Lemma 3.22 N - (Cl+(D, I) U I) C Gus(D,I).
Proof: Let X = N - (Cl+(D, I) U I). We have to show that X is an unfounded set of D with respect to I, i.e. unf (X, D, I). This is true if and only if oX is consistent with I U Poss(D, I U
oX). So unf (X, D, I) if and only if (X n I = 0 and X n Poss(D, I U oX) = 0). If and only if
X n Poss(D, I U oX) = 0. If and only if
12

p Poss(D-,I U oX) C N- X
Now P E Pdss(D, I U oX 'iff '3"Y3cr n fl
P E J `such that Y is consistent with I U oX) and
Y(a A,8) = t. So P E-Poss(D, I'U oX) iff (3a K,6 -4 P E J such that Lit(a A Q) n (oI u X) = 0)
iff (3(a A,6 -+ p) E J such that Lit (a n Q) U oI = 0 and Lit(a A Q) n X _ O)

iff
® (a N Q - P) E J and Lit(a n,Q) n oI =@','andLit(:aAA)fC, N :- X =,(N'n,I)UCl+(D,I)
We have to prove that p E (I n N) U Cl+0J)" in order to prove p'. So we'have to show p E I or
PE Cl+(D, I). If p E I, we are done, so assumi p V I.' p E Cl+(D, I) if 3j E J with hd(j) = p
and p I and I consistent with Lit(body(j)), such that (Lit(body(j))-I)nN C Cl+(D,I). Take
j = a A Q --+ p, then (Lit (a A,8) - I) n N C Cl+(D, I) because of ®.

Corollary 323

cl+(D; I)== Gus (D, I).

Theorem 3.24 -Let K. and; L be monotonic operators= on sets. 'Let A(X) = K(X) U L(,) and'
B(X) Kw(X) U L(X) for anyset X; If K is: increasing and continuous, then Aw(X) = Bw (X).
.

Proof: Note that
1.

Kw`(Bw(X))= B(X)

2. L(Bw(X)) C Bw(X)-

3. K(Aw(X))=Aw(X)..
4. L(Aw(X)) C Aw(X)
5. Kw(Aw-(X)) =_'Ay (X)
6.

B41(X)

..

Properties'{1), (3), (5) and"(6) hold because` Aw(X) and Bw(X) are fixpoints of Kjand therefore'
of Kw). Properties (2) and (4) hold because of B(Bw(X)) = Kw(Aw(X)) U L(Bw(X)) = Bw(X")
and A(Aw{X)) = K(Aw(X)) U L(Aw(X)) = Aw(X).
First we prove that Aw(X) C Bw(X), then we prove that Bw(X) C Aw(X).
Aw(X)"C Bll(X):

We prove this by, induction. The basis A°(X)-.= X = B.°(X) C Bw (.X) follows from the fact
that Y C K(Y) for any set Y.. For the induction` step suppose that -Y= C BW (X) for a set Y.
Then K(Y) C K(Bw(X)) because of the monotonicity of K. And K(Bw(X)) C BW(X) because.
of. property (6). - Property (2) and the monotonicity of L prove that L( Y) C Bw (X). So we can
conlude that A(Y) C Bw(X), which concludes this proof by induction.
Y.,

Bw(X) C Aw(X):
We prove, this- by induction. The basis BO(X),,= X = A°(X) C Aw(X) follows from the fact that

Y C K(Y) for any set Y. For the induction step suppose that Y C Aw(X) for a set Y. Then
Kw(Y) C Kw(Aw(X)) because of the monotonicity of K, which implies that Kw is monotonic.
And Kw(Aw(X)) C A,, (X) because of property (5). Property (4) and the monotonicity of L prove
that L(Y) C_ Aw(X ). - So we can conlude that B(Y) C Aw(X ), which concludes this proof by
induction.
Corollary 3.25 Witteveen's method for constructing the Well-Founded model is correct;
i.e. W" = V*, conform theorem 3.20.
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Proof: Recall 6V" , (aLCI(D, I)U_oGus(D;,J).),w(0). And V' = (,I.C(J,,.I) U oGus(D,J)) (o).
Theorem 3.24 is applicable, when taking h _ C (and Kw = Cl) and L := ,Gus,
V' and
B" = W. C, and Gus are monotonic, continuous operators, and C is increasing.;
Comparing=Well-Founded models with intrinsic models, the following holds:

The Well-Founded model need not be intrinsic, for example, let D = ({a, b, c, d}, J), where J =
p- b, c;-- d, - c -+ a, b A d -+ 1}, then the Well-Founded model is ({ a, d}, { b, c}), but
({b, c}, {a, d}) is also a model of J and these two models are not consistent.
Note that Cl(D,'0) is always an intrinsic model of J, and it is the least (i.e. knowledge-minimal)
intrisic model of D.

-

Conflict resolution using contrapositions

4

In this section, we will discuss several methods to resolve conflicts. All of these methods are based
on .the use of justifications in their contrapositive directions. To solve a
some choices need
to- be- revised, i.e. a`form of belief revision must be. performed. When creating a model, a path of
choices will be followed; leading to a contradiction if one or more choices are wrong.
The method attempts to resolve this contradiction by backtracking along our path of choices and
revising some. As we want to revise our model as little as possible, we don't want to revise choices
that didn't cause the contradiction; the` choices to be revised are defined by the dependencies of
the contradiction on these choices. Therefore,, the backtracking performed is dependency-directed.
,Also, we only want to perform backtracking when it is mandatory, i.e. if there is no (3-valued)
stable model for D. As the Well-Founded"model is, the knowledge-minimal 3-valued stable model,
backtracking is necessary only if the Well-Founded model is inconsistent. That is why we concentrate on the Well-Founded semantics.
In section 4.1, we will first 'show `how conflicts can arise. Subsequently, we will show the
,-relation between 'belief revision and reasoning from the contradiction using justifications in their
contrapositive, direction. The idea of using contrapositions can be found in Dependency-directed
backtracking, which will be described in short.
In sections 4.2, and- 4.3, we will discuss; .the semantics for DDB in Justification-based Truth
Maintenance Systems, which were presented by [GiMarl] and [Witteveen 91]. These different
semantics depend strongly on the use of contrapositions.

4.1

Introduction

Now remember that the task of a JTMS is to maintain a model. Given a set of justifications J, we
let the JTMS calculate the Well-Founded model. One of the problems arising in the presence of
constraints is that it is possible that no 2-valued extension of the Well-Founded model is a 2-valued
model. For example:

Example 4.1
Let D =, (N,,,J) with N = {a} and let J be:
a

.., a

.a' -+ a

Na
a

=

- - .L
-+ 1

For D the Well ]Founded model is (0,I) , but D is inconsistent and therefore has no 2-valued
model at all.
Then one can question the JTMS, for example WF = por"does a model exist for D such
that p (or %r `p) evaluates to true?". In most of these cases an. alternative model must be found
for b to satisfy 'the user, or a negative answer was provided. In most cases the question will not
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be trivial; -the =Well-'Founded smodel will not be the required model. This implies that the set of
justifications does not give enough, information to render the model sought after by the user (or
problem solver). On the other hand, if the Well-Founded model contains a contradiction, then it
could be--the,, case that the, set of justifications -gives too much information. This is shown in the
following.

Example 4.2
Let DI-

= (Nl, Jl)

with 1!'1

= la, b) And let .Jl be:,_

-+ a
b

anb -+1
For D1 the Welt-Founded model is ({a, b, _Q, 0), which contains a contradiction. In this case
Jl contains too much information. The problem solver (or user) will have to retract one of the
justifications before a 3-valued model can, be, found:

Example 4.3

-

Let D2=(N2,J2), with N2 = f al and J2={- a -+ 1}.

,

The` Well-Founded model is
in which disbelief in a, leads to belief in,,-L. The JTMS
has to perform backtracking to find -a model for D2,,,,addingjustification
a and calculating, the,

Well-Founded model now gives ({a}, {1}). So a model does exist for J2, but J2 contains not
enough information to find it without backtracking.
In the next example we will try to illustrate the dependencies between several 3-valued interpretations when constructing the, Wel1-Founded, model.

Example 4.4
Consider D. = (N, J) With N = { a, b, c, d} and let J be:

-a
-a

-+b

N C

bAd

-+

I

WF = (0, 0)U (0, {c}) U ({:a, d.}, 0) U'(0, {b,1}) U (0, 0). Here .the truth of a and d depends only
on the falseness of c, and the falseness of b and 1 depends only on the truth of a.

The idea to use, the. contrapositives of the justifications requires some'remarks., The justification`
ail - b -+ c -allows =c to be concluded, given that a is believed (that is, provable) and b is disbelieved
(that is, not provable). Contrapositioning gives two new clauses: a n -c -+ b and - b n -c --+ tea.
where is the classical negation and a negation by, default The first new clause says that b can be
concluded when a is provable and -, c is provable, while the second new clause says that it is possible

-

to conclude -a when b is not provable (disbelieved) and -,c is provable. Accordingly, when one
wants to use a justification in its contrapositive direction,: it is not.siiffiicient to have its consequent
disbelieved, instead the negation of the consequent must be provable (or the consequent cannot be
consistently assumed). As -this is only possible in the presence of constraints, contrapositives can
only be- used if, constraints= occur in the set of justifications.
A form of contraposition is used in dependency-directed -backtracking (DDB).
Dependency-directed backtracking has bee -explained more elaborately by Doyle in [Doyle. 79].,
here we only give a glossary of his work.

We need some extra definitions. Informally, an assumption is a node which truth-value relies
on one or several nodes; which are false as a.result of negation as failure:
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Definition 4.5 =L:el-D be a JTM.S: ;

Atom a is a fact if a E Cl(D, 0).

o° Literal a is an assumption if a is not a fact
., The maximal foundations of a node care the-literals: of the bodies- of any justification having
c as its -conclusion:
When the TMS makes 1 in (truth-value;: true), it invokes DDB (dependency-directed backtracking)
to find and remove at least one of the current assumptions in order to make the contradiction node
out (truth-value: false). Suppose 1 is in because of justification j, we show .this relation by writing
1t .
DDB=consists,of, several.. steps;

1. Find the maximal assumptions
Let S be the set :of maximal assumptions underlying 1y:. -",.Node a- E S iff a E Lit(body.(j))
and a is an assumption and no node b exists such that b E -L:it(body(j:).) with, a -an element
of the maximal foundations of: b.. -Let S-= { a,, :; .. ,. a,,}.

2. Summarize the cause of the inconsistency
If no previous backtracking attempt on j- discovered S tobe the set of maximal assumptions,
then create a new justification,: AAES - 1, otherwise this justification would already have
been created.- d_.

3. Select and `reject d culprit.

Select some ai, the culprit, from S. Let a A# ai be as supporting justification. Select
d E-Ai(/), discalledihe denial, and justify it with a1/ .-..nai_1Aas. jA.. /-a,AQ {mod} --+ d.
aln...nai_lnai+ln...nanQ-

If the backtracker,erred- in choosing the culprit or denial, presumably a future contradiction
will involve d and the remaining assumptions in Q. However, if (_{^'d} # 0, d will be an
assumption; of higher level than the remaining assumptions,, and so will>"bethe- first to be
denied.
4. Repeat if . necessary.

If the TMS finds other arguments so that 1j remains in after the addition of the new
-Justification'-for-d, repeat DDB. (Presumably ai will no longer be an assumption.)

Finally, if 1, becomes out then halt, or if,no assumptions can be foundin'1j's maximal
foundations, notify, the problem solver of an unanalyzable contradiction, then halt.

Note that' in step (3) no 'selection criteria have been given. Several' criteria are possible and
give rise to the different DDB strategies.

4.2 Multiple. states of belief for constraint satisfaction
Giordano and Martelli present alog-icalsemantics'for justification-based truth maintenance systems
which is able to capture the' idea of dependency-directed' backtracking. This semantics is based
on a generalization of the Stable `model semantics and an active use of constraints.' Of overall
importance is the use of contrapositions of justifications.

In the presence' of constraints, conflicts can arise. The conflict resolution
process is shown
,resolve
mainly to rely on the intuitive idea of a contrapositive use of justifications to resolve inconsistencies. To provide a logic characterization of this contradiction resolution process, they propose a
generalization of stable models.
They claim that it is reasonable to require a unique canonical model when dealing with the
problem of defining a semantics for negation as failure in logic programs. But they say: On the
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contrary, when reasoning on the=possible states, of beliefs supported by a given set of justifications,
multiple states of beliefs make perfectly sense and, thus, also sets of justifications with multiple
stable models."

We do agree with their opinion in part, but not when dealing with justification-based,}tr'uth
maintenance, which has to deal with frequent non-monotonic reasoning. Then as said before it is
too costly to maintain several possible states of beliefs (models). Giordano and Martelli note that
it is possible to adapt the use of stable models to the situation when constraints are present in the
set of justifications, by simply computing the stable models of the set of general clauses in the set
of justifications, those that are no constraint, and then, later on, eliminating the stable models that
do not satisfy the constraints (that is, the inconsistent stable models). In this ,way,,constaints are
simply used to, cut out some inconsistent- labellings and no belief revision is performed. Problems
arise when for a set of justifications J no stable model exists which satisfies all constraints, then
backtracking must be performed. However, since the Well-Founded model of the set of justifications
J is the least 3-valued stable model of J, computing the Well-Founded model, directly tells whether
or not backtracking is required.
In order to give a logical characterization for the TMS performing dependency-directed backtracking, Giordano and Martelli define a generalization of the notion of stable model, with this
generalization they want to: use constraints actively to perform belief revision. In this definition
they take care of the fact that they need to use justifications also in their contrapositive form.

Let M be an interpretation in the classical propositional calculus. M can be regarded as a
subset of the propositions occurring in J, those true in,, the interpretation. Let yJ be the set of
justifications obtained from 'J by deleting from the body of each' justification all the literals
b
for which b M, i.e. JM = {a n Qi v; ;c a A# -+ c e J and Q = Qi n f32 and M k Qs}. Now
write each justification al A ... A
bl A ...n - bh - c in J as the disjunction of literals
-gal V ... -a,, V bi V ... V bh V c. Let JM be the set justifications in JM having one and only one
literal
M.
Definition 4.6 [GiMarl j La-M- be a `set' of propositions occurring in J. M is a generalized stable

model of J if M is a model of J

.and-.M = {a J_a proposition in J and JM = a}.

Notice,that while negation, in the initial set J, -, is a default negation, negation occurring in
JM is the classical one and = is the logical consequence in classical logic.
As the clauses in JM have only one literal true in M, each of these clauses can be regarded as
an implication having as its consequent that single literal which is true in model M. Accordingly,
all the literals occurring in its body will 'also be true in M. ° This implies that JM will not contain
constraints, since each constraint containing a unique literal true in M occurs in .JM as an implication with that literal as its head, while other constraints are deleted. Thus negation in the head
or body of the clauses of JM is always interpreted as classical negation.
Notice that a set J of justifications can have several generalized stable models. On the other
hand in the case that J is, inconsistent there should not be, a generalized stable model. J can be
inconsistent if J,, contains constraints, however, since JM is always consistent, it can happen that

there is an interpretation M satisfying M = {a I a is a proposition in J and JM k a}, even if J
is inconsistent. This is the reason that M is also required to be a model of J.
If there is a unique
stable model of . then it precisely ;corresponds to the labelling
computed by the TMS on backtracking. However sets of justifications can be found for which several
generalized stable models=exist, examples can be found in [GiMarl], so using this method, the;TMS
seems to_ lose its, merit of finding only the preferred solution. However Doyle, in his original paper
[Doyle 79],.desribes the behavior of the TMS_ incrementally, this incremental process can obtain
solutions different from those expected in the static approach. This is due to the different methods
for backtracking, the generalized stable models correspond to all situations which can be obtained
by giving to the TMS the justifications in any order.
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43 Single, state of Belief for all possible belief revisions
Using contrapositions, classical negation appears in the head ands in the body of justifications.
Both occurences are troublesome, as classical negation must be proved and negation is not allowed
in the head of justifications. Therefore, the classical negation must be circumvented by adding a
new atom a- to stand for tea. To preserve the meaning of such negated atoms, some justifications
and constraints must be. added:

This ensures that not both a and a- can be true. But we also have to ensure that not both a and
a- can be false. This can be done by adding:

-a--a- and

a

Now define the set Back(J) of backward justifications as follows:

Definition 4.7 Let BD be a DTMS.

E(a-)= {aAaa - a-, - a- -+a}.
o Back(j,a) ` {a' A c Apn a§---+ a a' = a-{a}, a'E a
n.c- ^'a'.^

Back(j,Q) = {a n c-

- b- - b

0' = Q-{-e} b E At(#)).

w N- (j) = { - I a- E-At(Back(j, a).U Back(j, Q))}

. Lei Ane(c) be the set of direct ancestors of. c E N: Anc(c) = {a j E J : a E, body(j) and
hd(j) = c}.
o Le.trAnc°(c-.) be the transitive closure of Anc(c).
N_

=_'UN

Ij

E J and hd(j),E Anc`(1)}

Back' (j) = U{,E'(.a ) I a- E N-}.

Back(j) = Back(j, a) U Back(j, 0) U Back-(j).

It is not necessary to create backward, justifications for all j E JIt. suffices to take those
justifications whose (in)direct- consequence ,is 1.-

Definition 4.8. Let D be a JTMS. B(J) w= U{,Back(j)
subset of B(J) is called a DDB-strategy.

I

j E J and hd(j) E Anc*(1)}. Every

Theorem 4.9 [Witteveen 91.] WF(B(J)) is the knowledge-minimal 3-valued stable model for the
class of DDB-strategies.

5

o nflict= resolution Ust lrn

one disjunctive justification

We present two ,semantics for DDB which avoid : the use of contraposition. The first gives the
same model as-proposed by [Witteveen 91]: in a moie efficient and natural "way. The second ',is an
,extension of the first in which more information is obtained .from the contradiction.
The techniques used are variations of a method that will be called Dependency-directed Minimal
]Backtracking (DDM B),, In the following we will use WFD to denote. the Well-Founded model for
JTMS D.
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5;.1

Ilntroductiunn,

There`is' another way to"make use of the dependencies among beliefs. Given a model, some of the
justifications denote the `actual dependencies between truth values of propositions. These are the
justifications whose body is evaluated true under the given model. In the Well-Founded model,
these dependencies can be seen in the layered structure of the model.
Consider a JTMS D with constraints, for D we calculate the Well-Founded model according to
Witteveen. But now we are not only interested, in the resulting 3-valued model; 'but also in the
several'3-valued-interpretati6ns' from which this model has been comprised. These interpretations
contain some of the information` regarding' the dependencies between the elements of N.

Definition 5.1 Let ID = (0, 0), ID 1 = W (D, ID) and let ID be the least fixpoint of W.
So the Well-founded model is. given by:

WFD = ( LJ ID,, U 4,1)
o<i<*

o<i<*

From
we 'will discat-&etbe° subscript' D, unless there e'can1lre doubt about which TMS is
considered.
Note that I= is the "least fixpoint of the immediate consequence operator applied on- the positive
part of D, i.e. the justifications -without `negations. If contains the atoms from the greatest
unfounded set (Gus) with respect to P. Analogously, Ic'+1 is the least fixpoint of the immediate
consequence operator applied on the positive part of D-I' and
contains the atoms from the

Gus with respect to P. Given the nature of the immediate consequence operator, each of the
elements of it", ' were justified by a justification a n 0 -+ c which had this element as its head
and for which at least one literal in p was justified. In the same way the elements of Ii +1 depend
directly on Ii and maybe indirectly on several other I' (k < i). And the elements of It+1 depend
directly on h, maybe, indirectly on several other V (k,,<, i).

Definition 5.2 Let Ii = Ut<i I for all i > O.
Lemma t,.3 If If = 0 then It +1 = 0
Proof `Let J' = °J'li. Suppose 1 = 0 but c E I. Without loss of generality assume that c is a
fact in J. Known is that c It , which implies that the body of all justifications with conclusion
c in J' (of which there is at least one) are evaluated to u under interpretation Ii (I (a n /) = u)
while the positive part of this body (a) is evaluated to t under this interpretation (P(a) = t).
(Remember that At.(#) O. 0 otherwise. c, E It and that If = 0.), But -+ c E J' implies .that

At(#)EIj,
How can the knowledge of these dependencies be used to efficiently compute a new Well-Founded
model for an altered J? Suppose that an atom p E N is in WFj for a certain set of justifications J
and the problem- solver would rather have p E WFt, it can add a justification to J like -+ p, then
the JTMS will have to adjust the Well-Founded model to encompass this new justification. The
only way pcan be made false is by negation by failure, unless a constraint is present in J with p
in its body. So in most cases adding -+ p will help. Suppose the JTMS knows (by keeping track

of the list of-,interpretations Ii) "that p E If then the only nodes that could be affected by p's
change of truth-value are those not in I;_ 1. So we can recompute the Well-Founded model starting
at I'. The only problem that could occur is that one. of- the- constraints could be violated by this
Well-Founded model, then the JTMS must perform backtracking. This will be possible unless the
body of this constraint consists entirely of facts (positive literals all of which are element of Iti)
More will be said about backtracking later on.
On the. other hand suppose ;that . p E N:- is ,in. WFr:. and the problem solver would rather, have
1. However
p- E tWF1-, then it is not allowed to add -+ -,p .to, J, but it can add a constraint p
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there are other poss.ibilitiesf by looking at the interdependencies of the atoms, it is sometimes
possible to recalculate a part of the Well-Founded model. First the JTMS has to check whether
or not p E WF1 ' would contradict` 'p` E Ii I, if this° is not the case, then (if no constraints are
present) it is possible to recalculate the Well-Founded model from I', where p E It +l. Because p
directly depends on=the atoms in Ii. The JTMS acts as if one of the elements of If occurring in
a justification with head p, where added as'fact to J and continues calculating the Well-Founded
model at I'. Picking only on of the elements of"IJ`as a fact to be added, corresponds with a specific
dependency-directed backtracking method.
Making no selection corresponds to the DDMB methods.
In the following we will frequently refer to DDB-strategy, which will be defined as:

Definition 5.4 A' DDB-strategy R is a belief revision strategy, which adds to J a collection of
contrapositions of fitstifca-tions from J

5.2

ependenncy `

rc>t e 1 [iriimafl 'acktracl i ag

We`can avoid using contrapositions by` noting that only assumptions can be responsible for the
contradiction (otherwise D. would ,not, have any model). -Assumptions are created by the use of
negation as failure and apparently a number of atoms was injustly considered false, leading to the
contradiction. This set of atoms can be characterized as follows:
Definition 5.5 Atom b ..belongs;1o the foundations of .c a n;;interpretation M. -(b E G:r(c, M)): if
3a AO -r c,E J such-,that M(a A)3) = t and at least one-of ;the following holds:
1.

2. a E Lii(a) and b E Gr(a; M).
Instead of reasomng'in'the: contrapositive direction, one'canIalso search for those negative atoms,
that belong to the foundations of 1," i.e.- Gr(1.M).

The appioachdescribed below actually comprises two different method's, DDMB1 and DDMB2.
For DDMB1 we prove that it corresponds with B(J) as defined in 4.3. In DDMB2 the added justification can -be a fact, leading to a more intrinsic model. In, every step of, the, methodmethod---described
below we will denote how the proposed methods: differ.
MDDBmethod, .,:

Suppose WF is an inconsistent interpretation for D and suppose 1 is not a fact (there exists
a model for D). Let constraint b (consequence of b is 1) be the justification which caused WF to
be inconsistent.
1

Determine Gr(16, WF).
This set can easily be found in WF, by looking a.

e dependencies.

2. -For,DDMB1'add to J the following (disjunctive) justification j:
o6r(zLby ,WF)

- V Gr(1b, WF)

3. For DDM132 add to I the following (disjunctive) justification j:

; r( _6, WF)
The. more intrinsic..method (DDMB2) renders a set of justifications for which the Disjunctive
Well-Founded model can be computed, which extends the skeptical model for DDMB1.
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5.2.1' Skeptical ma del of `disjunctive- logic °programs
Here we define a model for disjunctive logic programs-,which contains less "information than the
Well-Founded models (Weak and Strong), for disjunctive logic programs as defined by Ross in
[Ross 89b]. This skeptical model is related to the Well-Founded model for normal logic programs.
The reason we define such a skeptical model (Sk) is that we can prove that for all elements a E N
Sk(DDMB1)(-a) = WF(B(J))(a), where B(J) is the set of justifications defined in 4.3.

Definition 5.6
A disjunctive justification has the formal: a n Q -+ b, where a A,3 is as before and b is a
disjunction of atoms.

Let DJTMS stand for a JTMS containing disjunctive justifications.

Definition 5.7 Lei I 'be an interpretation ands let D be a DJTMS.
Normal(D) is the part of D not containing disjunctive justifications.

The Transitive Closure DO of D is the transitive closure of Normal(D), i.e. D;CI(,D,I) _
Cl(Normal(D), I).

Note that if b contains more than one atom, then 1(b) = t will not be used to derive extra
information, since b does not occur in the body of any justification. In the Well-Founded semantics
as defined by Ross extra information can sometimes--be' derived. The definition- of an unfounded
set is only slightly adjusted:

Definition 5.8 Given a JTMS D with disjunctive justifications and a"3- valued'"interpretation I.
Then we say that A C N is ,an unfounded set of D with respect to I (denoted unf (A, D, I)) if
for each atom c E A. the following holds: For each justification' j E J in whose head p occurs
(p E At(&)), at least one of the following holds. I(a A(3)= f or Al(a) n A 0 0
Definitionl559 The Skeptical model Sk(D) of a DJTMS D is the least fixpoint of )I.(DCI(D, I) U
oDGus(D, I))

We extend- the Skeptical model to an interpretation model for all atoms in WF(B(J)) and
prove the extension to be a stable model for B(J).
Definition 5.10 Let M be the interpretation defined by:
M )(x) if x E N
- lI Sk(I}
- Sk(DDMB1)(y)
if x = y- E N-

_
M(x) _"

:

Lemma 5.111 M is a model of J3(J)

Proof: Let x E N U=N7 - and 'suppose there is a justification j E B(J) with head x such that
M(r) <tr M(body(j)). As M is a model of J, j f J. Hence Ai(j) fl N` $ 0. For x we have two
_

possibilities: z 'E N or x E 1V -': `

x E N- then x = y`, y E N, this' implies that
Y) =- M(y) ='Af(yM(z). And `M satisfies j.

a

- y E 'L:t(body(j)) "So` M(body(j)) < M(-.

z 'E N. Remember j J so there is a Y- "E At(j). Apparently j
A)3A"--+ y,,6). This
implies that- - - E"Lit(body (j)): We have to check each of the- three possible truth-values for x
in 1

If M(z) = t, then always M(body(j)) <tr M(x), so M satisfies j.
If M(z)'='u, then M(- x-)'= u. As M(body(j))'=.°mintr{M'(1) I 1 E Lit(body(j))},M`(body(j)) <tr
M(- z') = u. So m satisfies j.
If M(x) = f then M(- x ) =-f as 'well. Therefore,M(body(j)) = f and M satisfies j
0
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Lemma 5.]1=2 M. is a 3-valued stable model of B(J). ;
Proof: Let Mina be the truth-;minimal 2.-valued model of (N U N_ B(J))(M, t). Let Minb be the
truth-minimal 2-valued model of (N.u N-,-B(J))(M, u). We have to prove that (see definition 3.6)

(a) Mt = Mina and
(b)= Mt U M,;.<= Mi'nb.

a: Suppose Mt 0 Mina, then there is a x E N U N- such that
i. x E Mt but x V Mina or
ii. z E Mina but x VMt.,
is

o If zE N, then M(z) =.,t implies that t-x 0 Arac"(1), therefore B(.J;) -y,J contains no justification
with conclusion,,. x. So Min. (,x) = t as well.

o If x = y`, then M(x) = t implies that M(y) = f. Therefore no subset b of N exists such
that y E b and, such that b.- hd(j) with j E,DDMB (J)(J). ; J.,, pparently y

Anc"(1.), but

this contradicts. z = yii:

Suppose x E N, then x E Mina implies that there exists a justification j' in (NUN-, B(J))(M, t)
such that ,Mina (body (j')).= t and,such.that Hd(j') = x.. Associated with j' must be a justification

j E B(J). This justification j is a backward justification or j E E(x-) or j E J. In the first two
cases x- occurs in the body of j. As j' E (NUN-, B(J))(M, T), we know that M(e x') = t.
This implies that M(x-) = f but then M(x-) must be L.
So J E J and AL(a(j)) C' Mina. So Va EAL(a(j)) a monotonic proof for a exists in (N U
N-, B(J))(M, T),'wl ich begins with facts c'. This implies that Va E At(a(j)) a non-monotonic
proof exists in: J, which begins with justifications t - c, for which M (O). = t. This implies that
M(body(j)) = t and M(x).= L.

-

9 Suppose x E N-, then there mustbe a justification j`=°a;^<Q --;4 t E >B(J).such-that M-(Q) = t
and Minb(a) = t -,Now j J, so - y E Lit(#). Therefore °M(- y)'=-t and. M(y-)-= t. Conclu

lion M(x)=t.
So

Mina cannot be contradicted.

b Suppose Mt U M # Min..b, then there is a x E N U'N' such that

I. xEMj &xEMinb &xEN,or
ii. x E Mj,& x E Minb & -x -E,N , or
iii. x f Mf & x E Minb & x E I V , or

iv. x0Mjz Minb&,zEN
z E -Minb implies that there, is a
1 = a A Q ;..-±. z E B(J) such that M(/3) 0-f
and Minb(a) = t. If j J, then N x- E Lit(#), so M(- x-) # f. Therefore M(x-) # t and
M(x) # f. Contradiction, so j E J. Then M(a) = f and M(/0) >tr f. Minb(a) = t if and only if
is

Va E AL(a)-a monotonic proof for a exists, which begins .with facts =- c. If and only if Va E At (Cr)
a non-monotonic proof for a exists, beginning with justifications Q' --- c, such that M (,O') > t,. f
(and so M(c) >tr f . Therefore M(a A p) r>ir f
>tr f
ii:

j

As in i a justification j = a Aft --+ x E B(J) such that M(/) # f and Minb(a) = L. But now

J. Let x = y', then - y E Lit((). So M(- y) # f, implying that M(y-) # f.
iii: The only case not properly treated earlier is: x E M & x E Anc". This means that Vj _
aAQ --+ x E B(J) holds that if M(/) 0 f then Minb(a) = f. Consider - x- -> z, this justification
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s,in B(J) and M(- z-) =N:M(x-) = M(x) = U. So -+ x E (NUN-, B(J))(M, u). Therefore
Minb(x) = t., contradiction.

-

Let x = y-. In this case y "E- Anc*(1) Consider --- y ` y which is in B(J). As
M(y-) : f, M(- y) : f as well.. Therefore - y- E (N U N-,B(J))(M, U.). Conclusion:
iv:

Minb(y-) = Minb(i) = t.
Mu'

`Conclusion: Mt U M,, --'Minb cannot be contradicted. Therefore M is a stable model of .B(J).

Corollary 5.13VaE N Sk(DDMBl)(a) >kn WF(B(J))(a).
Lemma 5.14 WF-(R(J)) is a model for DDMB1(J).
Proof:

Suppose not,=then there is a b C N and a justification j E DDMB1(J) such that hd(j) = b and
WF(B(J)(b) <t,. WF(B(J))(body(j)). As WF(B.(J)) is a model of J, j V J.
If b consists of one atom"c then t E Anc*(1), so WF(B(J))(c) # f. Therefore WF(B(J))(c) i6 t, contradiction.
So b is a disjunction of atoms and j = b. WF(B(J)) is not a model of DDMB1(J) implies that

WF(B(J))(b) <tr u. WF(B(J))(b) <tr u if and only if Vx EAi(b) : WF(B(J))(x) = f.
If and only if WF(B(J))(1) = t, contradiction.
Lemm

bra E N.Sk(DDMB1).(a) <kn WF(:B(J))(a)

Proof:

Here it is essential that --t4 was replaced by - d -r-+ d. Suppose the lemma is not true, then
an a E N exists such that WF(B(J))(a) <k Sk(.DDMB1(J)(a). The. only cases to be considered
are,'Sk(DDMB1(J)(a) =, t and Sk(DDMB1(J)(a) = (,,while in both cases WF(B(J))(a) = u.
. WF(B(J))(a) = u and SK(a)=.t. ,
WF(B(J))(a) = u iff 3j E B(J) with'hd(j) = a and WF(B(J))(body(j)) = u, while Vi E B(J)
holds that hd(j) = a implies WF(B(J))(body(j)) <tr t. Consider Sk(DDMB1(J): Sk(DDMB1(J)(a) _
tiff 3j: E DD,MB1(J) ; hd(j) = a and Sk(DDMB1(J)(body(j)) = t. For this j there is only one
possibility: j" E` J, for'DDM B, (J) - J is not fact. Furthermore a must be an assumption, otherwise

WF(B(J))(a)= t as well.
Apparently 3` - -6'E Anc*(a) such that Sk(DDMB1(J)(b) = f and WF(B(J))(b) >tr f , Iff
3j' E B(J) - J with hd(j') = b such that WF(B(J))(body(j)) >tr f. Iff - b E Anc*(L). This
implies that b E Gr(L, M), therefore 3j =-+ b E DDMB1(J) - J with b E At(b). This implies
that SK(b) = u, contradiction.
. WF(B(J))(a) = u and SK(a) = f.
SJf('a) = f implies there is no j E DD,MB1(J),. J with a E-"At(hd(j)), but on the other hand
a E Anc*(L) (otherwise _WF(B(J))(.a)... :Sk(DDM.B1,(J)(a)). Furthermore dj E`J holds that if
hd(j) = a then Sk(DDMB1(J)(body (j)) = f' So -there-must exist at least one c E At(hd(j)),
with j E:, DDMB1(J) - J, such that - c E Anc*(a) and such that Sk(DDMB1(J)(c) = t. But
be E At(hd(j)) with j E"DDM'B1(J) J holds that Sk(DOM`B'1(J)(c) = u, contradiction.

-

Theorem 5.16 Sk(DDMB1(D)) is'the least .9-valued Stable model for the class of all DDB-strategies.

Proof: As can be seen from theorem 4.9, it is sufficient .to prove: For all a:E N Sk(DDMB,),(a)
WF(B(J))(a). Then the proof is direct from corollary, 5.13 and lemma 5.15.
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_

5.2.2; . On the Semantics of DDMB2
In the DDMB approach, we had to add - c"-+ c instead of -+ c to the set of justifications, otherwise
the Skeptical model would have contained more information than WF(B(J)).
In, D DM B2 we add --+,, c ,and not
: c-,---.+ ,c because disbelief in. c was .the only cause.-of the
contradiction. Apparently the intrinsic value of c is t_. This implies that the Skeptical model for
DDMB2 extends the Skeptical model for DDMB1.
Furthermore we propose to use "the Well-Founded model for disjunctive logic programs ([Ross 89b])
as the semantics of DDMB2:. The Well,Founded, r oodel for disjunctive logic programs is capable of
making additional intrinsic choices.
A detailed example of the different approaches and semantics will be given in section 6. But
here we will give an example of,the difference between DDMB1 and DDMB2,, which concerns the
inconsistency of D.

-

Example 5..7
Let D = (N, J) with N = I a., b, c} and let J be:
c

=.: b

c

-- a

b

--+a

.a

-+ 1

For D the Well-Founded model is (0, {c})U({b,, a,1}, 0),, the contradiction seems to depend on the falsity' of c. --So in` the` DDM B2

-

method -+ c is add to J. 'Recomputing the Well-Founded model
gives ({c}, 0) U (0, {b}) U({a,1}, 0). Again the "contradiction can be

traced to, c, soJ is inconsistent: The DDMB.1 method would add

- c --+ c to J, for which the Well-Founded model is (0, 0). This is,a3-valued model, so the inconsistency of J will not be noticed.

6

An Example,

In this example we give a,-set of justifications on which the different approaches can and will be
applied. The corresponding semantics will be given as well.
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